Presents…
An educational CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Outreach Program for
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

C.R.E.W.

 …creating

solutions

Conflict Resolution Enrichment Workshops
C.R.E.W. utilizes PUPPETS, THEATRE INSTRUCTORS AND PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS in an
INTERACTIVE SETTING with ELEMENTARY AGE STUDENTS (who resolve the scripts’ conflict). The
content of these scripts focuses on a GANG PREVENTION COMPONENT and incorporates children’s
emotions, multi-cultural awareness and acceptance of diversities. Noted RESULTS include: CREATIVE
PROBLEM SOLVING, HEIGHTENED SELF AWARENESS, COMMUNICATION TOOLS AND
BROADENED SENSITIVITY.

FOUR ORIGINAL SCRIPTS are:
BRATS AND BULLIES (for grades K-2) focuses on how children can constructively express their anger and
frustrations not only towards bullies but also within themselves (3rd-5th grades incorporates Gang Prevention theme)

CRUMPLED HEARTS (for grades K-2) focuses on the impact of name calling and teasing and increases
positive communication skills.

TEAM TAPESTRY (for grades 3-5) focuses on acceptance of our differences; skin color, the physically
challenged, physical appearance and etc.

STUCK IN THE MIDDLE (for grades 3-5) focuses on how students can develop the necessary
communication skills to overcome adversity, gang and peer pressure.
Each INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE/WORKSHOP can accommodate up to 100 students (divided into 4
groups for interactive portion). Fee for One-Hour Program - $300 (staff of 4 theatre instructors, choose one
script) or Six-Week Program - $3,000 (staff of 8, 4 counselors & 4 theatre, total 6-hours, includes all 4
scripts) Post Study Guides included.

Call DEBRA VIGLIANO, Executive Director, at (336) 209-5851; e-mail debra@winwinresolutions.org, or
visit www.winwinresolutions.org for more information and to RESERVE C.R.E.W. TODAY!
--------------------------------------------------------------------Please MAIL it to the address at the bottom of the page.
___ I would like to receive more information about ELEMENTARY C.R.E.W.
___ I would like to bring ELEMENTARY C.R.E.W. to my school/institution.
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Win-Win Resolutions, LLC 124 Deer Run Rd. Mills River, NC 28759 Phone: (336) 209-5851

